The “Pittel Hand Eze™” Package

|1| With a screwdriver, remove your original thumb rest, saving the screw and plate.

|2| Using the screwdriver and the original thumb screw and plate, install the
“"Pittel Hand Eze™" thumb rest. Tighten securely.

|3| Install the rod pictured here, tightening the thumb screw securely. This rod may
be placed higher or lower to suit the placement of the clear body rest.

|3a| You may alternately install the rod with the larger angle if you wish the clear
body rest to sit higher on the body trunk.

|4| With the included Allen wrench, install the rod shown in photo 4 to the clear
body rest piece.

|5| Attach the rod and body rest assembly to the rod pictured in photo #3. The
thumb screw should be on your right. You may adjust the rod/body rest assembly to
sit closer or farther away from your body to suit your own comfort level. Tighten the
thumb screw firmly.

|6| Photo 6 pictures The "Pittel Hand Eze™" resting near the waistline. The two
thumb screws allow the instrument to move up or down vertically and further or
closer to the body horizontal. The Alternate Rod in photo #3 will allow the clear
body rest to sit much higher on the body trunk. Both rods from photo #3 also install
from the bottom of the thumb rest assembly, allowing the clear body piece to rest
much lower on the body.

|7| On Soprano, Alto, Tenor or Baritone saxophones, The "Pittel Hand Eze™" will
allow the instrument to rest on the body with "no hands" using a neck strap and
with the mouthpiece in the mouth.

For storage, you may leave the thumb rest ON the horn. The entire assemblage is
removed from the thumb rest piece and flattens as you loosen the thumb screw
attached to the clear body piece rod, thereby allowing storage in a brief case or
pocket of the instrument case. By removing the thumb rest piece screw and storing
it in the TOP of the thumb rest piece, the instrument with the thumb rest piece
attached should fit in the case. If it does not, make a small hole in the case bottom.

